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Dear Reader,

Please find herein the EUROLAB aisbl Annual Report providing an overview of the 

most relevant actions and events of 2016.

EUROLAB aisbl – the European Federation of National Associations of Measurement, 

Testing and Analytical Laboratories – is a network for the laboratory community 

comprising national associations from the EU and EFTA region. EUROLAB groups 

over 2,000 conformity assessment bodies representing over 100,000 technical 

experts and laboratory practitioners and aims to represent and voice the opinion of 

measurement, testing and analytical laboratories regarding economic, political and 

technical issues having a direct impact on laboratories activities both on the Euro-

pean scene and worldwide. 

The year of 2016 was particularly diversified in activities developed, focused on 

actions associated with its institutional representation at the international level. One 

of the most relevant contributions was the discussion related to the revision of „ISO 

/ IEC 17011:2005 Conformity assessment – General requirements for accreditation 

bodies accrediting conformity assessment bodies“, which will certainly have a high 

impact on laboratory activities. To achieve this aim, increasing  partnerships with 

international organizations is a major task, helping to promote effectively EUROLAB’s 

opinions in the broad discussions of some of the fundamental aspects of interest for 

laboratories.

At the General Assembly held in East Kilbride (Scotland) and in the National Members 

Meeting in Lucerne (Switzerland), the EUROLAB national associations of laboratories 

established a framework to set strategic guidelines for the future, having highlighted 

issues such as institutional representation and international cooperation; policy 

updates on various on-going legislative developments; the development of EUROLAB 

documents intended to promote the European laboratory community views, namely 

the EUROLAB Policy Paper; and the follow-up of EUROLAB’s Organization & Galaxy. 

The European laboratory community faces new and challenging times, for which the 

involvement of EUROLAB can make a difference. Some of them are critical for the 

competitiveness and sustainability of laboratories acting in the global market, requi-

ring an active position of EUROLAB in order to provide support at political, economic 

and technical levels. The main objectives are European regulation and legislation; 

accreditation harmonization; communication; standardization; relations between 

testing, inspection and certification; and market surveillance.

EUROLAB aisbl is firmly focused on promoting cooperation in the framework of the 

TIC Sector, serving as a hub for National Members to increase communication and to 

provide European and global information, being aware of its role to support compe-

titiveness and competence of laboratories. In this sense, the development of bridges 

between stakeholders is also growing and is being well promoted in joint tasks, 

namely, communication groups and the Annual Safety Conference. 

EUROLAB aisbl thanks the Brussels Secretariat for its great support, to all experts and 

collaborators who have been the reason for the success of EUROLAB aisbl through 

the years and, specially, during 2016, hoping that the commitment and dedication 

shown will be strengthened in 2017. 

The development of EUROLAB aisbl as an organization intended to represent labora-

tories at a European and international level is becoming more relevant in the modern 

times, being a part of the European concept that includes the common market, 

common goals and policies within a strong idea of cooperation and networking. 

It has increased through more than 25 years with the joint work of many members 

and experts of European and Neighborhood Countries, giving EUROLAB aisbl the 

possibility of reaching its position and the high level of cooperation of today. It’s our 

job to consolidate and develop it through our commitment to the main mission of 

enhancing the added value of laboratories, promoting the improvement of safety and 

quality of life. 

Yours Sincerely,

Álvaro Silva Ribeiro

Álvaro Silva Ribeiro
EUROLAB President
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1. EUROLAB IN BRIEF

EUROLAB is the European Federation of National Associations, grouping together 

accredited laboratories. It represents and voices the opinions of measurement, 

testing and analytical laboratories regarding economic, political and technical issues 

having a direct impact on laboratories’ activities both on the European scene and 

worldwide. Any laboratory may join and become a member of the European commu-

nity that EUROLAB represents by subscribing to its National Association.

EUROLAB has proved very effective in influencing policies and regulations at 

the European level. Its voice on behalf of the measurement and testing laboratory 

community in Europe is one which is heard and respected. It is currently engaged in 

influencing EU policies including those on conformity assessment and accreditation 

of notified bodies. EUROLAB cooperates with EURACHEM (A focus for Analytical 

Chemistry in Europe) and EFNDT (European Federation for Non-Destructive Testing) 

and has Memoranda of Understanding with CEOC International (International 

Confederation of Inspection and Certification Organisations), EURAMET (European 

Association of National Metrology Institutes) and UILI (The Union Internationale des 

Laboratoires Indépendants). EUROLAB represents its members’ interests in influen-

cing the development of international standards and accreditation rules through its 

engagement with ISO, ILAC and EA and their constituent working groups.

EUROLAB has produced a number of ‘cookbooks’ on laboratory operations and procedures. 
They offer straightforward guidance and are excellent training materials for metrologists and 
laboratory practitioners at the start of their careers or for newly starting businesses. 
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EUROLAB GENERAL 
SECRETARIAT 
IN BRUSSELS

The EUROLAB General Secretariat in Brussels first provides a platform for our 

members to discuss their issues of concern and to exchange information and view-

points. Secondly it acts as a facilitator to communicate members’ interests to the EU 

institutions. The General Secretariat also supports the Technical Committees which 

provide expert input on key legislative or standardisation initiatives. 

Services provided by the EUROLAB Secretariat:
* Organising, attending and reporting on meetings (General Assemblies and Na-

tional Members’ meetings);

* Coordinating activities of the EUROLAB Technical Committees (TCQA and 

 JTCPTC);

* Screening enquiries and requests and handling them when 

appropriate; 

* Organising joint activities with other associations – Seminars / Joint Seminars 

& Working Groups;

* Intensification of cooperation with administrative and political authorities, Eu-

ropean Institutions, industry and other business partners;

* Monitoring of selected EU legislation;

* Intensification of cooperation with EUROLAB National Contact Persons (web-

site, social media);

* Preparation of Newsletters and Newsbriefings;

* Circulation of relevant papers from ISO, IAF and EA.

In 2016 EUROLAB closely monitored various legislative developments, among which 

the priority areas of focus were the Product Safety and Market Surveillance Package, 

the Single Market Strategy, legislative developments in the food sector and the revi-

sion of ISO / IEC 17025.

MEMBERSHIP

 

EUROLAB brings together the National Associations of laboratories involved in 

research and development, technical evaluation and conformity assessment services 

based on measurements, testing and analyses of materials, products or equipment 

and the environment, in order to provide an organized interface at the European level 

between this community of laboratories and all other parties having an interest in 

these fields. EUROLAB has grown from 17 members to 21 Active Members, 3 Asso-

ciated Members, 1 Observer Member and 2 International Members, which are all 

National Associations of laboratories involved in the above-mentioned areas.

EUROLAB‘s key objectives – Members’ benefits
* Creating awareness among public and political authorities, industry and other 

business partners of the work of the measuring, calibration, testing, inspection 

and certification sector;

* Representation by formulating and voicing the opinion of European laboratories 

regarding political and technical issues having a direct impact on laboratories’ 

activity, both on the European scene and worldwide;

* Coordination by interfacing with all European organisations having activities of 

interest to the laboratory community, and striving to avoid duplication of efforts 

and activities;

* Action by providing adequate means for exchange of information and experi-

ence, such as the publication of Position Papers, Technical Reports, Newsletters, 

Seminars and Working Groups and through our website;

* Promoting cost-effective testing, calibration and measurement services, for 

which the accuracy and quality assurance requirements are adjusted to the  

actual needs. 
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CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY AND 
MARKET SURVEILLANCE PACKAGE

Since the publication of the study on Article 7 (‘made in clause’) in May 2015, no 

progress has been made on the Consumer Product Safety and Market Surveillance 

Package (CPSR & MSR). The CPSR & MSR was not among the priorities of the Dutch 

Presidency of the European Council. The Luxembourg Presidency of the European 

Council made an effort to unblock the Council stalemate over the „made in“ clause of 

the package. Nevertheless, the package has not moved forward.

In October 2016, EUROLAB had a meeting with Kerstin Jorna, the then Director of 

Dir B - Single Market Policy, Regulation and Implementation, DG GROW, European 

Commission. The European Commission is expected to wait and see if the deadlock 

in the Council can be resolved during the first half of 2017. If the deadlock cannot be 

broken then the European Commission may decide to officially withdraw the package 

proposal.

On 20 April 2016, EUROLAB attended a PROSAFE - Product Safety Forum of Europe 

event on the launch of Joint Actions 2015. The activity leader presented the joint 

action, which was launched on 8 April 2016. He explained that for 26 months, 35 

market surveillance authorities from 27 EU Member States or EFTA countries will 

cooperate to target non-compliant products from the following five categories: Child 

Care (soother and soother holders); Toys (plasticized toys); Playground Equipment; 

Power Tools; and Electrical Appliances (blenders, mixers and toasters).

On 14-15 November 2016, EUROLAB attended the International Consumer Product 

Health and Safety Organization’s (ICPHSO) 2016 International Symposium during the 

International Product Safety Week hosted by the European Commission, in Brussels. 

ICPHSO brought together stakeholders involved in consumer product safety, such as: 

regulators, consumer representatives, manufacturers, retailers, and the TIC sector. 

Hanane Taidi, Director General of the International Federation of Inspection Agencies 

(IFIA) moderated the session on “Improving Consumer Product Safety: Current Risks 

and Lessons Learned”. The speakers were: Marcello Manca, Vice-President of EU 

Government and Industry Affairs at UL (Underwriters Laboratories); Richard O‘Brien, 

Director, International Programs and Intergovernmental Affairs at the U. S. Consumer 

Product Safety Commission; Catherine Van Reeth, Director, General at Toy Indust-

ries of Europe; and Despina Spanou, Director of Dir E – Consumers, DG Justice and 

Consumers, European Commission.

Speakers from left to right: Marcello Manca, Vice-President of EU Government and Industry Affairs at 
UL (Underwriters Laboratories); Richard O‘Brien, Director, International Programs and Intergovernmental 
Affairs at the U. S. Consumer Product Safety Commission; Catherine Van Reeth, Director General at Toy 
Industries of Europe; and Despina Spanou, Director of Dir E – Consumers, DG Justice and Consumers, 
European Commission.

2. EUROLAB HIGHLIGHTS 2016
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FOOD

2016 has been a challenging year for the food sector, hence there were various deve-

lopments and studies, among which:

* The European Commission published the Food Fraud Network Activity Report 

2015.  In 2015, 108 cases were exchanged by the Food Fraud Network (FFN). The 

alleged violations were mostly related to labelling non-compliance (mostly with 

regard to ingredient mislabelling), suspicion of illegal export of animal by-pro-

ducts (ABPs), and prohibited treatments and / or processes applied to a certain 

foodstuff.

* Transparency Market Research published a report, Food Certification Market - 

Global Industry Analysis, Size, Share, Growth, Trends, and Forecast 2015 - 2021. 

According to the report the global food certification market stood at US$11.2 bn 

in 2014 and is further expected to reach US$16.0 bn by 2021. Overall, the market 

is expected to grow at a CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) of 5.30% from 

2015 to 2021.

* The Directorate General Joint Research Centre (JRC) and the Directorate Gene-

ral for Health and Food Safety (DG SANTE) published the report of the study 

that they carried out between January 2014 and December 2015. The foresight 

study Delivering on EU food safety and nutrition in 2050 - future challenges and 

policy preparedness aimed to aid policy makers in their assessment of the resili-

ence of the current food policy and regulatory framework with a time horizon to 

2050, contributing to ensuring that EU citizens continue to enjoy high standards 

 of safe, nutritious and affordable food. 

* In November 2016, a NETNAMES (part of Corporation Service Company® 

(CSC®)) Report the Risks of the Online Counterfeit Economy was published.    

According to the report:

• ‘The risks of the online counterfeit economy’, food fraud is on the rise 

globally, with the UK Food Standards Agency seeing more than a 30-fold 

increase in reports of counterfeiting within the past decade. 

• In the EU, food and beverages made up 6.2% of all counterfeit items 

seized, but accounted for less than 1% of their total value. Unfortuna-

tely, this suggests that criminal gangs intend to generate revenues not 

through fake quality, but quantity: flooding markets with large numbers 

of everyday foodstuffs and putting consumers at increased risk. However, 

in many cases, the presence of counterfeit ingredients cannot be con-

firmed without laboratory tests, making the scale of this challenge even 

more nebulous.

• In 2016, the INTERPOL-EUROPOL Opson V operation led to its largest 

ever seizure of counterfeit food and drink. More than 10,000 tons and 

one million litres of hazardous fake food and drink were captured in coor-

dinated raids across 57 countries. The final results from the joint INTER-

POL-EUROPOL operation Opson V targeting counterfeit food and drink 

have shown condiments as the most faked or illicitly traded products, 

representing 66 %of all seizures.
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TRANSATLANTIC 
TRADE AND INVESTMENT  
PARTNERSHIP (TTIP)

Between July 2013 and October 2016, 15 negotiating rounds were held. In 2016, four negotiating rounds took place. The year was marked by strong political opposition to TTIP, 

while a number of EU and US industry associations were expressing their strong support for the negotiations. The negotiators were continuously reiterating their commitment 

to concluding the negotiations before the end of the Obama administration in 2016

THE BLUE GUIDE ON THE  
IMPLEMENTATION OF EU  
PRODUCT RULES 2016 

On 26 July 2016, the European Commission 

published the latest version of the Blue 

Guide.

This new version of the Guide includes 

new chapters (e.g. on the obligations of 

economic operators or accreditation) or completely revised chapters such as those 

on standardisation or market surveillance.

MEDICAL DEVICES

On 15 June 2016, the European Council and the European Parliament representa-

tives confirmed the agreement on Medical Devices and In-Vitro Diagnostic Medical 

Devices Regulations. The Environment, Public Health and Food Safety (ENVI) 

Committee of the European Parliament and Council’s Committee of Permanent 

Representatives (COREPER) voted to endorse the trilogue agreement. The European 

Council approved the agreement at ministers‘ level in September 2016. Following 

their legal-linguistic review, the two draft Regulations will be adopted by the Euro-

pean Parliament and the European Council early 2017. The new rules will apply three 

years after publication for Medical Devices and five years after publication for In-Vitro 

Diagnostic Medical Devices. 
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EUROLAB - PARTNER IN THE 
ECVET-LAB PROJECT

EUROLAB became an official partner of  the 

ECVET-Lab Project which is a European project 

funded by the ERASMUS+ programme of the 

European Commission. The project will contri-

bute to the implementation and validation of non-formal training on environmental 

best practices for environmental testing laboratory technicians. The duration of the 

project is two years: 01/10/2016 – 30/09/2018.

The specific objective of the ECVET-Lab Project is the creation of an Online Training 

Course addressed to laboratory technicians, especially from Environmental Testing 

Laboratories, which will aim to provide highly useful knowledge on sustainable best 

practices and will be structured in accordance with the principles of the ECVET 

System (European Credit system for Vocational Education and Training).

THE ECVET-LAB PROJECT AIMS TO CONTRIBUTE TO:
* The minimisation of the use of natural resources: water, energy, raw materials, 

which are consumed during laboratory activities;

* The application of measures for the improvement of the use of material resour-

ces and energy efficiency;

* The protection of people from the chemical or biological risks, by means of the 

suitable wastewater pollution prevention and safe waste management.

Among others, EUROLAB will be involved in the dissemination and promotion of the 

project outputs and strategy and in the collection of environmental best practices 

in laboratories. EUROLAB will also participate at the transnational meetings orga-

nised throughout the project and will organise the final conference in Brussels, in 

September 2018.

NEW TRENDS

In 2016 EUROLAB closely monitored the following trends:
* DIGITAL SINGLE MARKET

 The Digital Single Market strategy has three policy areas or “pillars”:

• Improving access to digital goods and services;

• An environment where digital networks and services can prosper;

• Digital as a driver for growth.

• On 5 July 2016, the European Commission launched a public-private part-

nership (PPP) on cybersecurity that is expected to trigger €1.8 billion of 

investment by 2020. This is one of the new initiatives to better prepare 

• Europe against cyber-attacks and to strengthen the competitiveness of 

its cybersecurity sector. 

* ENERGY UNION AND CLIMATE

 The European Commission has launched the EU‘s Energy Union Strategy which 

consists of several dimensions (e.g. energy efficiency, integrated internal energy 

market, climate action - decarbonising the economy which includes EU emissi-

ons trading system (EU ETS)).

* ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

On 14 March 2016, EUROLAB attended the stakeholders‘ event on the reviews of 

the Energy Efficiency Directive (EED), and the Energy Performance of Buildings 

Directive (EPBD), organised by the European Commission‘s Department for 

Energy. The European Commission finalised the evaluations of both Directives. The 

aim of the event was to present and discuss the findings of these evaluations and 

the possible policy options going forward. On 30 November 2016, the European 

Commission proposed an update to the Energy Efficiency Directive including a new 

30% energy efficiency target for 2030, and measures to update the Directive to make 

sure the new target is met.

* COUNTERFEITING

According to a new report conducted jointly by the Organisation for Economic 

Co-operation and Development (OECD) and the EU Intellectual Property Office 

(EUIPO) on “Trade in Counterfeit and Pirated Goods: Mapping the Economic 

Impact”, imports of counterfeit and pirated goods are worth nearly half a trillion 

dollars a year, or around 2.5% of global imports. In EU counterfeit and pirated goods 

amounted to up to 5 % of imports or as much as EUR 85 billion (US$ 116 billion).

On 18 November 2016, EUROLAB had a meeting with Paul Maier, Director, and 

Andrea Di Carlo, Deputy Director of the 

European Observatory on Infringements 

of Intellectual Rights. The purpose of the 

meeting was to present the TIC sector 

and how it could support the activities of 

the Observatory in fighting infringements of intellectual property (IP) rights. Discus-

sions focused on issues of joint interest for the TIC community and the Observatory.
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EUROLAB 
TECHNICAL HIGHLIGHTS

ACCREDITATION 
EUROLAB is a stakeholder member of European Co-operation for Accreditation 

(EA), of International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) and International 

Accreditation Forum (IAF). This status allows EUROLAB and its members to actively 

participate in and contribute to the work of EA, IAF and ILAC. 

The accreditation issues which were high on the agenda of EUROLAB during 2016 

were the following:

* EA project on Accreditation for Notification (AfN);

* Revision of EA-2/17 INF: 2014 - EA Document on Accreditation for Notification 

Purposes in light of the Accreditation for Notification (AfN) project results;

* IAF MD 20:2016 - Generic Competence for Accreditation Body Assessors: 

Application to ISO / IEC 17011:2005 Conformity assessment – General requirements 

for accreditation bodies accrediting conformity assessment bodies as a mandatory 

document for all EA members.

STANDARDISATION 
EUROLAB actively contributes to and participates in the European (CEN - CENELEC) 

and international (ISO CASCO) standardisation process. EUROLAB has a liaison 

status in both organisations and can as such participate in working groups and other 

committees of these organisations. The following standardisation issues were high on 

the agenda of EUROLAB in 2016:

* At the beginning of 2016, a second Committee Draft (CD2) of ISO / IEC 

17025:20xx General requirements for the competence of testing and calibration 

laboratories was circulated for comments;

* The consolidated document was circulated as a Draft International Standard 

(DIS) for public comment at the end of 2016. The final draft (FDIS) is expected 

to be published in July 2017. EUROLAB actively participated in the revision of 

the standard by submitting together with UILI joint comments on CD2;

* Revision of ISO / IEC 17011:2005 Conformity assessment – General requirements 

for accreditation bodies accrediting conformity assessment bodies. The second 

Committee Draft (CD2) was circulated for comments in February-March 2016. 

The Draft International Standard (DIS) was circulated for comments in August 

– November 2016;

* ISO / IEC 17034 General requirements for the competence of reference material 

producers.
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3. EUROLAB EVENTS

Participants of the EUROLAB General Assembly, 21 April, East Kilbride EUROLAB Vice-President Kurt Ziegler, President Álvaro S. Ribeiro, 
Vice-President Jeff Llewellyn

EUROLAB GENERAL ASSEMBLY 2016

The EUROLAB General Assembly 2016 took place on 21 April 2016, in East Kilbride, 

Scotland and was kindly hosted by The British Measurement and Testing Association 

(BMTA) in conjunction with TUV NEL. 

During the EUROLAB General Assembly various EUROLAB related issues were 

discussed, such as: 

* Institutional representation and international cooperation; 

* Policy updates on various on-going legislative developments; 

* EUROLAB strategy, including the creation of EUROLAB Experts Advisory 

Groups and the draft of the EUROLAB Policy Paper;

* EUROLAB Organization & Galaxy – the EUROLAB Members agreed with the 

following proposals;

* Representatives in EA LC: Andreas Kinzel, EUROLAB-Deutschland and Ömer 

Güzel, TURKLAB;

* Representative in EAAB: Irache Visiers, EUROLAB-Spain and substitute Alexan-

der Šafařík-Pštrosz, EUROLAB-CZ;

* Urs von Känel, EUROLAB-CH invited the EUROLAB Members to the National 

Members’ Meeting 2016, which will take place from 27 to 29 September, in Lu-

cerne, Switzerland. 

The elections to the EUROLAB Board of Administrators took place during the 

General Assembly. EUROLAB held elections to the Board of Administrators, inclu-

ding the re-election of the President & two Board Members and the election of one 

new Vice-President, Treasurer & one new Board Member.

• Álvaro Silva Ribeiro, RELACRE, was re-elected to the position of  

EUROLAB President for 2-year term.

The EUROLAB Members also elected: 
• Kurt Ziegler, EUROLAB-Deutschland, to the position of Vice-President 

• Bernd Kroon, Fenelab, to the position of Treasurer (replacing Ruud Zant-

man, Fenelab) 

• New Members of the Board of Administrators:

Bernd Kroon, Fenelab (replacing Ruud Zantman, Fenelab)

• Re-elected members to the Board of Administrators:

Álvaro Silva Ribeiro, RELACRE

Pascal Launey, LNE

• TCQA Vice-Chairman:

Ömer Güzel, TURKLAB was elected as the new Vice-Chairman of TCQA.

The EUROLAB General Assembly 2016 concluded with thank you remarks addressed 

by the President, Álvaro Silva Ribeiro, to BMTA for the organisation of the successful 

EUROLAB events in Scotland. 

The EUROLAB General Assembly 2017 will take place on 4 May 2017, in Bologna, Italy, 

and will be kindly hosted by ALPI Associazione.
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EUROLAB – BMTA  
INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR

The EUROLAB – BMTA International Seminar took place on 20 

April, alongside the EUROLAB General Assembly, and was hosted by TUV 

NEL Ltd. The Seminar was well attended, with representatives from the 

EUROLAB members as well as attendees from the British laboratory sec-

tor. The Seminar was opened by the host, Jeff Llewellyn, EUROLAB Vice-

President and followed by Álvaro Silva Ribeiro, EUROLAB President, who 

addressed welcome and thank you remarks to the organisers and partici-

pants. 

The introduction was followed by speakers from various bodies, institutes and 

industry such as: The UK National Accreditation Body (UKAS); The Dutch Metrology 

Institute; Swedish Centre for Intercomparisons, SP and LGC Group. Among others, 

the speakers and participants discussed topics related to: the revision of ISO 17025 

and the challenges faced by the national accreditation bodies across Europe, ISO 

15189 and its effect on medical laboratories, associated workshops currently being run 

jointly by UKAS and BMTA, inter-laboratory comparisons and proficiency testing. 

The Seminar concluded with a presentation of TUV NEL, by Alun Thomas, Deputy 

CEO, TUV-NEL Ltd, and was followed by a tour of NEL facilities.

EUROLAB – BMTA International Seminar, 20 April, East Kilbride

Tour of NEL facilities, 20th April, East Kilbride

EUROLAB NATIONAL MEMBERS´ 
MEETING 2016

The EUROLAB National Members’ Meeting took place on 29 September, in Lucerne, 

Switzerland and was kindly hosted by EUROLAB-CH in conjunction with the Swiss 

Association for Standardization SNV.

During the National Members’ Meeting the EUROLAB members discussed, amongst 

other things, the developments and topics of the newly-created EUROLAB EAGs, the 

participation of EUROLAB in the ECVET-LAB Project: Erasmus+ KA2, the publica-

tion of the EUROLAB Policy Paper and the activity of the technical committees and 

working groups. The members also proposed topics for discussions, including the 

format of future National Members’ Meetings, EUROLAB strategy, cooperation & 

communication with other stakeholders. 

The upcoming major EUROLAB events were presented:

* The 7th International Safety Conference titled “How to ensure product safety 

in a global market?”, 8 November 2016, Brussels, presented by Drewin Nieu-

wenhuis

* The General Assembly 2017, 4 May 2017, Bologna, Italy, presented by Paolo Mos-

catti.

The meeting finished with thanking remarks addressed by the EUROLAB President, 

Álvaro. S. Ribeiro, to Urs von Känel and the EUROLAB-CH team for hosting the 

EUROLAB National Members’ Meeting and for the very good organisation.

EUROLAB National Members‘ Meeting, 29 September, Lucerne
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EUROLAB-CH 
INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR

The EUROLAB-CH International Seminar took place on 28 September, alongside 

the EUROLAB National Members’ Meeting. The Seminar was entitled ‘Revision 

of ISO/IEC 17025 and its new aspects of leading a testing laboratory’. During the 

Seminar experts from Europe and Switzerland provided the participants with first-

hand information on various topics. The Seminar was opened by the host, Urs von 

Känel, President of EUROLAB-CH who welcomed the participants and gave an 

introductory presentation about EUROLAB-CH. Urs Fischer, Vice-President of SNV, 

presented the Swiss Association for Standardization (SNV) including its structure, 

organisation, main areas of focus and activities. Álvaro Silva Ribeiro, the EUROLAB 

President, introduced EUROLAB aisbl, with an overview of the creation of EUROLAB 

and objectives, role and added-value, today’s challenges and the TIC sector. Irache 

Visiers, the Chair of TCQA, provided the participants with information about the 

TCQA tasks, structure and projects, documents produced and cooperation with other 

organisations. Drewin Nieuwenhuis, the Secretary General of CEOC International and 

EUROLAB, informed the participants about the current developments of the Transat-

lantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) and its impact on accreditation and 

laboratories. Other presentations were:

* Accreditation in Switzerland and the challenges for the Swiss Accreditation Ser-

vice (SAS) and the laboratories by Rolf Straub, Deputy Head of Swiss Accredi-

tation Body;

* Revision of ISO/IEC 17025:2005 – Direct voice from the standardization group 

by Gabriele Dudek, Head of Section S.2. Accreditation and Conformity Assess-

ment, BAM and Christian Müler-Schöll, Mettler Toledo GmbH;

* Is ISO 9001 good enough for covering the general management system of a 

Test- or Calibration Laboratory? by Paul Greenwood, UKAS Divisional Director 

(Operations).

The Seminar continued with a panel discussion on the ‘Implementation of the new 

aspects of ISO / IEC 17025 – What can we do today to be prepared for tomorrow?’. The 

Seminar ended with closing remarks and thanks addressed by Urs von Känel.

EUROLAB-CH International Seminar, 29 September, Lucerne

Panel at EUROLAB-CH International Seminar, 29 September, Lucerne
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On 8 November 2016, CEOC, ETICS, EUROLAB and 

IFIA organised the 7th International Safety Confe-

rence at The Stanhope Hotel in Brussels. This year’s 

conference focused on the question of how to ensure 

product safety in a global market. The event brought 

together more than 100 participants from the Euro-

pean institutions, consumer, retailer and industry asso-

ciations and the TIC sector to address issues related to 

consumer product safety and to shape solutions with 

all the actors involved. 

During his opening speech, Simo Hassi (President, 

CEOC International) highlighted the importance of 

working together with different stakeholders to reduce 

the number of non-compliant products on the market, 

thereby to increase the safety of consumers signifi-

cantly. Drewin Nieuwenhuis (Secretary General, CEOC 

International) introduced the three speakers of this 

year’s event.

James Woudhuysen (Professor of Forecasting and 

Innovation) gave a keynote speech on ‘Key consumer 

issues, 2016-21, and what to do about them’. He drew 

attention to that fact that the Chinese investment in 

key infrastructure, distribution points and consumer 

goods in the West has been increasing. He thus high-

lighted the need for each company to centre its culture 

more on China as well as to invest in equipment, office 

facilities and R&D. He also focused on developments in 

IT, manufacturing, cars and food, making recommen-

dations about how to best prepare for the future.

The conference continued with the presentation of 

the 2016 IFIA-CEOC market study results by Marcello 

Manca (Vice-President, Government and Industry 

Affairs, UL). He explained that the presentation is the 

cumulative result of the market studies conducted by 

IFIA and CEOC over the past five years, whereby a vast 

sampling of high-selling electrical consumer goods 

were randomly purchased across Europe, and tested 

for compliance with EU directives at an independent 

laboratory. This year’s results highlight once again the 

marked difference between products for which compli-

ance is self-declared by the manufacturer, versus those 

that were certified by an independent third-party body. 

The percentage of serious non-conformities, in the 

‘self-declared’ case, is extremely high and worrisome 

– 16% of them showed dangerous faults versus only 

1% of the third-party certified products. He called on 

all relevant stakeholders to engage in a dialogue and to 

take actions to improve the current situation. 

Pierre de Ruvo (Secretary General & CEO, ETICS) gave 

a presentation on the present and future e-compliance 

model in the electrotechnical sector. He presented the 

aim and the scope of ENEC, the European Mark for 

electrical products that demonstrate compliance with 

European standards. He explained that the scope of 

ENEC essentially covers the overall electrotechnical 

sector. However, its aim is to expand into other sectors. 

He also presented the characteristics of the future 

digitalized ENEC Mark, which will have, among others, 

strong anti-counterfeit features. A common centralised 

database is foreseen, which will allow Consumers, 

Retailers, Buyers, Custom Officers, Market Surveillance 

Authorities and any other Stakeholder, by scanning 

the QR-C, to consult/verify/investigate the status of 

the product, the Certification Body that has issued the 

certificate, the scope and extent of the compliance. A 

different level of access to the database will be estab-

lished.

The three presentations were followed by a panel 

discussion moderated by Laura Shields (Director, The 

Media Coach). The panellists – Hans Ingels (Head of 

Unit, DG GROW, European Commission), Stephan 

Schmitt (Chief International Officer, TÜV Rheinland 

Holding AG), Nicolaas Olie (Executive Director, 

PROSAFE) and Massimiliano Guzzini (Vice-President, 

iGuzzini illuminazione S.p.A & President of ASSIL), 
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addressed the issue of how to ensure product safety 

in a global market with the aim of finding common 

grounds of understanding and collaboration.

The discussions centered on the following: the current 

level of compliance of products highlighted by the 

IFIA-CEOC market study results and the need for 

harmonised safety standards applicable to all products 

placed on the EU market.

While most of the economic operators comply with the 

safety requirements, there is still a worrisome number 

of non-compliant products entering the EU market. 

The panellists stressed the need to adopt a holistic 

approach to address the issue of non-compliance – 

the main issue in the internal market where different 

key players intervene. They discussed the advantages 

of the system in the EU (Supplier‘s Declaration of 

Conformity) and US (third-party testing); the legal 

and financial consequences for those bringing non-

compliant products to the EU market; and the different 

performance of the market surveillance authorities in 

the EU Member States.

The panellists highlighted the need to ensure that 

the same quality and safety specifications apply to all 

products in the EU market, especially to those coming 

from outside Europe. It was reminded that importers 

and distributors are also responsible for ensuring that 

only safe and compliant products are placed on the 

market.

The panellist made the following conclusions and 

suggestions: 

* Safety and compliance of products could not be 

achieved through market surveillance activities 

alone. There is also a strong need for prevention 

through independent testing. 

* Market surveillance needs stricter targets from 

the legislators e.g. market surveillance authorities 

should target manufacturers whose products are 

repeatedly not in compliance. The cross-border 

co-operation between market surveillance autho-

rities should be improved.

* There is a strong need to educate consumers, 

retailers, distributors and importers about pro-

duct safety and quality. They should become fully 

aware of how important it is to ensure that only 

safe and compliant products reach the internal 

market.

The conference was concluded by Álvaro Silva Ribeiro 

(President, EUROLAB). He underlined the need to 

educate all relevant stakeholders about the added 

value of quality.
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EUROLAB BOARD OF 
ADMINISTRATORS (BOA)
In 2016, the BoA focused amongst other things, on various topics of high importance 

for EUROLAB:

• Developing the EUROLAB Policy Paper which introduces EUROLAB and 

presents the role of laboratories in testing, inspection and certification;

• Updating the position paper on first, second and third party testing;

• Enhancing cooperation with other partners in order to strengthen the 

voice of the laboratory community and developing institutional represen-

tation in global forums, such as ILAC, ISO and IAF;

• Establishing the Experts Advisory Groups (EAGs) in key areas of interest 

for EUROLAB and enhancing the communication and interaction bet-

ween them;

• Identifying new areas of interest for EUROLAB;

• Enhancing the added-value of EUROLAB membership for national asso-

ciations and for their members;

• Supporting the EUROLAB participation in EU projects.

Meetings:
10/02/2016 BoA meeting in Brussels, Belgium

21/04/2016 BoA meeting in East Kilbride, Scotland

20/06/2016 BoA meeting in Brussels, Belgium

29/09/2016 BoA meeting in Lucerne, Switzerland

09/11/2016 BoA meeting in Brussels, Belgium

Chair
Álvaro Silva Ribeiro
EUROLAB President

Co-Chair
Ömer Güzel
Board member for Associate Members

Co-Chair
Jeff Llewellyn
EUROLAB Vice-President

 
4. EUROLAB COMMITTEES

COMMUNICATION 
COMMITTEE 
The Communication Committee promotes effective, appropriate and innovative 

communication and aims at strengthening relationships with sector-oriented organi-

sations and supporting coherent actions in the laboratory community.

Main focus areas
• Promotion of cost-effective testing, calibration and measurement servi-

ces, to demonstrate the added value of the laboratory community’s work;

• Development of the EUROLAB key messages delivered to the identified 

target groups and increasing the understanding of the industry;

• Identification of possible target group(s) decision-makers, technical re-

presentatives and the press;

• Contribution to the development and constant updates of EUROLAB 

publications and communication channels (Website, Newsletters, 

Newsbriefings and emails)

Communication activities are undertaken in conjunction with the EUROLAB Board 

and in close cooperation with the EUROLAB General Secretariat. 
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JOINT EUROLAB – CEOC TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 
ON PRODUCT TESTING AND CERTIFICATION (JTC PTC)
Main Focus Areas
The Added Value of Independent Third-Party Testing, 

Inspection and Certification Services

Together with the IFIA Consumer and Industrial Products Committee (CIPC), JTC 

PTC collected data that shows the added value of third-party testing in reducing the 

number of non-compliant products on the market, thereby increasing the safety of 

consumers significantly. The data included the figures of the IFIA – CEOC market 

studies carried out for five consecutive years now. A vast sampling of high-selling 

electrical consumer goods were randomly purchased across Europe and tested 

for compliance with EU directives at an independent laboratory. Combined in 

infographics these figures show the marked difference between products for which 

compliance is self-declared by the manufacturer, versus those that were certified by 

an independent third-party body. The percentage of serious non-conformities, in the 

‘self-declared’ case, is extremely high and worrisome – 16% of them showed dange-

rous faults versus only 1% of the third-party certified products.

EU Policies
During the last year, JTC PTC in close collaboration with the CEOC Technical 

Committee on Conformity Assessment (TC CC) focused on:

• Strategy for the Internal Market;

• Trade Agreements, e.g. CETA and TTIP;

• Revision of the Medical Devices and In-vitro Diagnostic Medical Devices 

Regulations;

• Product Safety and Market Surveillance Package;

• New developments related to the technical harmonisation of products;

• New ‚Blue Guide‘ on the implementation of EU product rules 2016.

Accreditation and Standardisation
JTC PTC closely monitored all relevant accreditation and standardisation issues. You 

can find a detailed overview of the topics high on the agenda of the JTC PTC in the 

sections regarding accreditation and standardisation activities.

Meetings 
11-12/04/2016 JTC PTC meeting in Essen, hosted by TÜV NORD

09/11/2016 JTC PTC meeting in Brussels

CEOC International Co-Chair
Christian Priller
TÜV SÜD, Germany

EUROLAB Co-Chair
Carol Stewart
EXOVA, UK
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TCQA Chair
Irache Visiers
EUROLAB-Spain

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE ON QUALITY ASSURANCE 
IN TESTING AND CALIBRATION (TCQA)

TCQA is the hub where EUROLAB members together with the EUROLAB representatives in different stakeholder organisations share their views and establish common posi-

tions on topics of interest to EUROLAB. The EUROLAB representatives participate in various technical committees of different external organisations (e.g., ILAC, EA, ISO, 

EURACHEM, EURAMET, EEE-PT etc.), which allows TCQA to closely monitor their activities and contribute to their discussions. 

Technical Reports
During the TCQA meeting in East Kilbride, the 

TCQA members discussed the topic of continuous 

improvement within QM systems. A new Drafting 

Group was set up during the TCQA meeting in 

Lucerne.

Cookbooks 
During the TCQA meeting in East Kilbride, TCQA 

decided to draft new cookbooks on Risk-Based 

Approach, Traceability of measurement in medical 

laboratories, and Decision Rules. Working Groups were 

created for drafting the proposed cookbooks. 

During the TCQA meeting in Lucerne, TCQA decided 

to draft new cookbooks on how to plan quality 

assurance activities and how to handle electronic 

information in a laboratory. It was also decided to 

prepare a new cookbook explaining to laboratories 

the new requirements in the revised standard ISO 

/ IEC 17025: 20xx. In this regard, TCQA will evaluate 

and update the existing EUROLAB cookbooks in 

order to align them with the new version of the 

standard. A task force was set up to that end.

TCQA also decided to merge the four existing 

EUROLAB cookbooks on Internal Audits.

TCQA Projects
During the TCQA meeting in East Kilbride, the TCQA 

members discussed the project led by TURKLAB 

on the Harmonisation of Assessors. Currently there 

is a lack of harmonisation of assessors in Europe. 

Thus, the aim of the project is to contribute to 

the efforts of ILAC and EA to address the existing 

inconsistencies and improve the harmonisation 

of assessors. As part of this project, a mailbox will 

be created in the public area of the EUROLAB 

website. The main objective of the mailbox is to allow 

EUROLAB to gather feedback on the experience of 

accredited laboratories with National Accreditation 

Bodies (NABs). The idea behind this mailbox is to iden-

tify the most common problems encountered during 

the assessments of accredited laboratories. 

During the meeting in Lucerne, the TCQA members 

decided to start a new project on the Use and Promo-

tion of the EUROLAB cookbooks. The objective of this 

project is to increase their visibility and to improve 

their relevance for laboratories.

Stakeholder organisations
In addition to the general work of the European and 

international accreditation and standardisation orga-

nisations, TCQA monitored and discussed in detail all 

topics of interest to the EUROLAB members. You can 

find a detailed overview of the main focus areas in the 

sections on accreditation and standardisation.

In addition to the activities in the different TCQA 

Working Groups and Experts Advisory Groups (EAGs), 

TCQA continued its collaboration with:

* UILI – Together with UILI TCQA prepared and 

submitted joint comments on the CD 2 of ISO / 

IEC 17025;

* EEE-PT – TCQA prepared and submitted the EU-

ROLAB comments on the EEE-PT Guidelines on 

the Assessment of interlaboratory comparisons 

with few participants organised by laboratories 

and measurement audits organised by accredita-

tion bodies, which were finalised in 2016;

* EURACHEM – TCQA decided to help EURACHEM 

revise the existing EURACHEM-EUROLAB-EA 

Guide on the Selection and Use of Reference 

Materials.

Meetings
19/04/2016 TCQA meeting in East Kilbride, Scotland 

27/09/2016 TCQA meeting in Lucerne, Switzerland

TCQA Vice-Chair 
Ömer Güzel 
TURKLAB 
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TCQA Meeting, 19 April, East Kilbride

TCQA Meeting, 27 September, Lucerne
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Kurt Z
iegler

EUROLAB - G
ermany

Vice-President

Paolo Moscatti

ALPI Associazione

Member
Pascal Launey

EUROLAB - F
rance

Member

 Prof. D
r. H

orst Czichos

EUROLAB-Deutschland

Advisor to
 the Board / D

elegate 
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e International Affili

ates

Ömer G
üzel

TURKLAB

Representative of Asso
ciated Members

Alexander Šafařík-Pštro
sz 

EUROLAB - C
Z

Member

Álvaro Silva Ribeiro 
RELACRE 
President

Bernd Kroon 

Fenelab 

Treasurer as of 21 A
pril 2

016

Ruud Zantmann 

Fenelab

Treasurer until 2
1 A

pril 2
016

Ewa Bulska 

POLLAB 

Member

Jeff L
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BMTA 

Vice-President

José Luis 
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Member

 
5. EUROLAB STRUCTURE

EUROLAB 
BOARD OF 
ADMINISTRATORS
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EUROLAB 
TECHNICAL  
COMMITTEES

EUROLAB  
GENERAL  
SECRETARIAT

Carol Stewart 
EXOVA - UK

EUROLAB Co-Chair 
Joint EUROLAB - CEOC Technical 

committee on product testing and 
certification (JTC PTC) 

Irache Visiers 
EUROLAB -Spain 

Chair 
Technical committee on quality assurance 

in testing and calibration (TCQA) 

Drewin Nieuwenhuis 

Secretary General

Zeynep Yıldızeli  

Junior Policy Manager

Diana Popa 

Junior In
ternational 

Affairs M
anager

Franziska Kassler 

International Affairs M
anager, 

until 1
 November 2016

Zlatina Zheleva 

Junior In
ternational 

Affairs M
anager

Laura Martin
 

Junior In
ternational 

Affairs M
anager

Ömer Güzel 
TURKLAB 
Vice-Chair 
Technical committee on quality 
assurance in testing and calibration 
(TCQA) 
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6. EUROLAB MEMBERS

R O L A B

Q uality is a state of mind

ALPI

www.alpiassociazione.it

AUSTROLAB

www.austrolab.at

BELAB

www.belab.be 

BMTA

www.bmta.co.uk

BULLAB

www.bullab.org

CROLAB

www.crolab.hr

CyprusLab

EUROLAB – CH

www.eurolab.ch

EUROLAB – CZ

www.eurolabcz.cz

EUROLAB – Denmark 

www.eurolabdanmark.dk 

EUROLAB – Deutschland

www.eurolab-d.bam.de 

EUROLAB-España

www.eurolab.org.es

EUROLAB – Finland

www.finntesting.fi

EUROLAB – France

www.eurolab-france.asso.fr 

EUROLAB-Iceland

www.nmi.is

EUROLAB – Sverige

www.eurolab-sverige.org

Fenelab

www.fenelab.nl

HellasLab

hellaslb@otenet.gr

POLLAB

www.pollab.pl

RELACRE

www.relacre.pt

ROLLAB

www.rolab.ro

ASSOCIATED MEMBERS
IRI

www.iri.org.lb

MAKLAB

www.maklab.org.mk

TURKLAB

www.turklab.org

OBSERVER MEMBERS
HMD

www.hmd.hr

INTERNATIONAL  AFFILATES
NCSLI

www.ncsli.org

NLA 

www.nla.org

ACTIVE MEMBERS
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EUROLAB

EUROLAB  aisbl - The European Federation of National Associations 
of Measurement, Testing and Analytical Laboratories 

EUROLAB aisbl was set up in Brussels on 27 April 1990 as a network of the laboratory community 

and in response to the evolution of the European Union and is since 1998 registered as a legal entity 

in the form of an international association under Belgian law (aisbl – association inter-nationale sans 

but lucratif). Composed of 23 national associations from the EU and EFTA, EUROLAB is grouping over 

2,000 conformity assessment bodies representing over 100,000 technical experts and laboratory practi-

tioners. Associated membership is open world-wide and includes representatives from East and Middle 

East, South Africa and America. Besides formulating and voicing the opinion of laboratories regarding 

economic, political and technical issues, EUROLAB aims at promoting cost-effective testing, calibration 

and measurement services, for which the accuracy and quality assurance requirements were adjusted to 

the actual needs. These are particularly addressing European legislation, consumer protection, product 

and occupational safety.


